
Chapter 5904

Fast Timing System905

5.1 Introduction906

Overlap background due to multiple proton-proton interactions in the same bunch crossing907

will become prevalent at the LHC as the instantaneous luminosity increases. Much of this908

background can be removed by kinematical matching between the central system as measured909

by the central detector (for example, jets from Higgs decay), and inferred from the protons910

measured in the AFP silicon detectors. For rare processes, the background may still be too911

large to make a significant measurement, motivating the fast time-of-flight detector. Consider912

an event with a central massive system and two oppositely directed small angle protons. If913

the protons are from the same interaction as the central system, the position of the vertex as914

measured by the central tracks will be consistent with the position as determined from the time915

difference of the outgoing protons. A time resolution of 10 ps corresponds to a 2.1 mm vertex916

position resolution, which given the approximately 5 cm width of the luminous region and the 50917

µm uncertainty of the central vertex will yield an additional rejection factor of about 20 against918

this fake background.919

5.2 Timing system requirements920

The final timing system should have the following characteristics921

• 10 ps or better resolution922

• acceptance that fully covers the proton tracking detectors923

• efficiency near 100%924

• high rate capability (O(10) MHz/pixel)925

• segmentation for multi-proton timing926

• Level 1 trigger capability927

• radiation tolerant928

• robust and reliable929
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For the first stage, 220 m at modest luminosity, the requirements are not quite as stringent:930

20 ps resolution will suffice, the rate should not exceed 2 MHz/pixel, and the Level 1 trigger931

capability is not strictly necessary.932

Another important aspect for this system is its stability and monitoring. For this reason,933

we are planning to add an ADC to measure the pulse height, which would allow us to monitor934

any PMT aging effects and also to perform a residual time walk correction. In addition, we are935

adding a fiber pulser system which will also allow us to monitor the whole electronics chain.936

Finally, we will collect samples of hard diffractive events with two protons and two central jets937

that can be used to monitor the stability of the z-vertex position.938

Since the driver for the highest precision of timing is pileup at the highest luminosity levels,939

especially for light resonances, it is clear that 20 or 30 ps is adequate for the first stage when we940

only have 220 detectors. We will, of course, have the best possible resolution for 220 m that we941

can obtain in 2013: we believe this will be ∼10 ps. It is likely that parts of the system would942

be upgraded in a 420 m stage leading to better timing resolution.943

5.3 Timing system components944

The main components of the timing system are: i) the detector comprised of the radiator that945

produces light when a proton passes through it and the photo-sensitive device that converts the946

photons into an electrical pulse; ii) the electronics system that reads out the pulse and interfaces947

with the ATLAS data acquisition and trigger system; and iii) the reference timing system that948

provides a low jitter clock signal allowing the correlation of the detector stations which are949

hundreds of metres apart. Below we describe each of these components.950

5.3.1 The detectors951

Typically high energy physics time-of-flight detectors have a resolution of about 100 ps [48], an952

order of magnitude worse than our requirements. Recently spurred by a sub-10 ps measurement953

obtained in Ref. [49], the focus for dramatically improving time-of-flight resolution has turned954

towards detectors employing a quartz Cerenkov radiator coupled with a microchannel plate955

photomultipier tube (MCP-PMT).956

We note that the detector design of Ref. [49] does not suit our needs, since it requires putting957

the MCP-PMT directly in the beam. Over the past several years, we have studied Cerenkov958

detectors with gas (GASTOF) and quartz (QUARTIC) radiators [50, 24, 1]. Cerenkov radiation959

is emitted along a cone with an angle defined by the Cerenkov angle θc ≈ cos−1(1/n), where n960

is the index of refraction of the radiator.961

Figure 5.1(a) shows a schematic diagram of the QUARTIC detector, which consists of four962

rows of eight 5 mm × 5 mm quartz or fused silica bars ranging in length from about 8 to 12963

cm and oriented at the average Cerenkov angle (∼ 48◦ for quartz). Photons are continuously964

emitted as the proton passes through the bars; those emitted in the appropriate azimuthal965

angular range are channeled to the MCP-PMT. Any proton that is sufficiently deflected from966

the beam axis will pass through one of the rows of eight bars, providing, in principle, eight967

independent time measurements along the track, and an overall resolution that is
√

(8) smaller968

than the single bar resolution of 30 ps. Our studies have shown that there are various cross969

talk effects that correlate the measurements, dominated by optical and charge sharing between970

neighboring channels. Due to the isochronous detector design, however, the cross talk signal is971

approximately in-time, as a result we do observe the
√

(n) scaling of the single bar resolution.972

Figure 5.1(b) shows a schematic diagram of the GASTOF detector. It has a gas radiator973
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at 1.3 bar in a rectangular box of 20 to 30 cm length, with a very thin wall adjacent to the974

Hamburg pipe pocket. The protons are all essentially parallel to the axis. A thin 45◦ concave975

mirror at the back reflects the light to an MCP-PMT. The gas used in tests is C4F8O, which is976

non-toxic and non-flammable, and has a refractive index of n = 1.0014 giving a Čerenkov angle977

(β = 1) of 3.0◦.978

Figure 5.1(c) shows a schematic of an MCP-PMT which consists primarily of a photocathode979

and microchannel plates. The photo-cathode converts the radiation to electrons, and the MCP’s,980

which are lead glass structures with an array of 3 to 25 micron diameter holes (pores), serve as981

miniature electron multipliers converting the incoming photons to a measurable signal for the982

downstream electronics. Phototubes under consideration for QUARTIC Stage 1 are the Photonis983

Planacon a 64 channel 2 inch square tube with either 10 or 25 µm pores, or the Hamamatsu984

SL10 a 16 channel 1 inch square tube with 10 µm pores, while a Photek 210 single channel 1 cm985

tube with 3 µm pores or a Hamamatsu R3809U-50 with 6 µm pores are the leading candidates986

for GASTOF.987

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.1: (a) A schematic side view of the proposed QUARTIC time-of-flight counter, which
shows Cerenkov photons being emitted and channeled to the MCP-PMT as the proton traverses
the eight fused silica bars in one row. The inset shows a rotated view with all four rows visible.
(b) A schematic view of the proposed GASTOF time-of-flight counter. (c) A schematic view of
an MCP-PMT as described in the text.

The AFP R&D effort has focussed on the QUARTIC detector, which is segmented and988

thus meets the requirements of Sec. 5.2 better than the GASTOF detector. The QUARTIC989

longitudinal segmentation provides multiple measurements of the same proton, reducing the990

necessary precision for any single measurement to 30 to 40 ps, while the transverse segmentation991

provides the ability to measure multiple protons in the same detector. It is also useful to have992

a GASTOF, however, since it makes one excellent measurement (better than 20 ps), providing993

a useful cross check for QUARTIC.994

5.3.2 The electronics995

The electronics system is designed to provide a 20 ps or better resolution measurement of996

the time-of-flight of protons scattered at small angles, provide a Level 1 trigger, and record997

the time measurements in the ATLAS data stream. The electronics are optimized for the998

QUARTIC detector, which makes multiple measurements in the 30 ps range, but can also be999

used for GASTOF, which makes a single measurement in the 10 to 20 ps range. Figure 5.21000

presents a schematic overview of the electronics system and includes photos of the primary1001

constituents: pre-amplifiers, constant fraction discriminators, trigger, and high precision time-1002

to-digital converters (HPTDC). The reference timing system, which provides a stable clock1003

signal, is described in Sec. 5.3.3.1004
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Figure 5.2: A schematic diagram of the electronics chain described in the text. The photographs
show a low noise Minicircuits ZX60 pre-amplifier, a constant fraction discriminator daughter
board, and the HPTDC board used in laser and beam tests.
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Pre-amplification. Given proton rates on the MHz level, the MCP-PMT gain should be1005

as low as possible to maximize the device lifetime and minimize the saturation of the pores.1006

We have determined that a ×50 pre-amplification allows us to run the Burle Planacon tube1007

at low gain, while still yielding the several hundred mV signals required for optimal timing1008

performance. In Sec. 5.5 we show that for multiple photoelectrons one can run at lower gain1009

without compromising the timing resolution. The exact gain factor required depends on the final1010

choice of the MCP-PMT. Tests have been performed using two ×10 Minicircuits 8 GHz ZX601011

amplifiers in series, separated by a ×2 attenuator and a diode to protect the second amplifier1012

from large signals in the case of shower events. Although a bandwidth of 1–2 GHz would suffice1013

for a typical multi-anode MCP-PMT (with a rise time of about 400 ps), we did not find an1014

amplifier in this bandwidth range that had the desired gain as well as low noise (1 dBm) and1015

reasonable cost ($50 per channel). For the final detector electronics we will replace the ZX601016

with a 3mm× 3mm Minicircuits QFN low profile surface mount pre-amp, and incorporate this1017

and the other discrete components on a PCB board that will plug directly onto the MCP-PMT.1018

Constant fraction discriminator. The amplified signals will then be sent via ∼30 metre1019

long high speed coax cables to the constant fraction discriminator (CFD) boards located in a1020

readout crate in the alcove at 240 m. Preliminary tests indicate that a several meter cable1021

run does not introduce significant jitter (recall a single measurement requires a precision of1022

“only” about 30 ps). Tests of the signal integrity with the final cable type and distance will be1023

performed soon. The CFD system is based on a design developed by the University of Louvain1024

for FP420 [24] with a NIM unit mother board that filters the NIM power and houses 8 single1025

channel CFD daughter boards. These provide a NIM output for testing and an LVPECL output1026

to the HPTDC board that digitizes the time. The final system may be VME based instead of1027

NIM, and will also form a trigger signal prior to being digitized.1028

Trigger. A coincidence of several CFD channels in the same row can be used to form a1029

trigger. The row triggers can be ORed to form a global trigger that can be sent to Level 11030

on a dedicated large diameter air core cable. This global trigger would be satisfied when a1031

proton passes anywhere through the detector. A more sophisticated trigger could be formed in1032

a second Stage of AFP after the L1 Calorimeter upgrade, by correlating the row trigger with the1033

calorimeter η to chose events in a specific mass range. In addition to providing a global trigger,1034

the row triggers can be used to limit the occupancy of the HPTDC board by only passing on1035

the CFD signals for events that pass a multiplicity cut within a row. These row triggers will1036

also be used to filter the reference clock signal, such that the clock signals are only passed to1037

the associated HPTDC chips when the row in question has a proton passing through it.1038

The trigger circuit is still in the conceptual design stage. We plan to implement a simple1039

resistive sum of digital CFD signals (or fractions thereof) and input this signal into a fast1040

comparator to provide a multiplicity trigger. The ADCMP582 used in the current Alberta CFD1041

is the leading candidate for this tas: it has a 200 fs random jitter and 180 ps propagation delay.1042

The CFD signals must be delayed by this amount (cable delay) and then be gated. The gate will1043

either be built from discrete components or with LVPECL chips and should have small transit1044

time and jitter. The random jitter of the output drivers (SY58601 Micrel.com) in the current1045

Alberta CFD is less than 1 ps and a typical transit time is 125 ps; other Micrel components,1046

like their gates, have the same specification on random jitter and transit times less than 200 ps.1047

Recall that an individual QUARTIC measurement is on the 30 ps scale, consequently jitter of a1048

few picoseconds in the trigger circuit would not impact the overall system jitter.1049

HPTDC board The filtered CFD and clock LVPECL signals are sent to the HPTDC board1050

via ribbon cable. This board uses the 25 ps least bit 8-channel HPTDC chip developed by CERN1051

for the ALICE Time-of-Flight detector [51]. Our HPTDC board also includes control signals1052
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and an optomodule which interfaces to the existing ATLAS Readout Driver (ROD). Our studies1053

indicate that if operated in the standard 8-channel high resolution mode (25 ps least bit), the1054

occupancy of the HPTDC board will eventually exceed 2 MHz causing a loss of data. Simulations1055

show that by doubling the internal clock speed to 80 MHz and using only four channels per chip,1056

the occupancy limit can be increased to 16 MHz at less than 0.1% losses. This capability is1057

satisfactory for our expected maximum 10 MHz trigger rate, and using the filtering described1058

above will also reduce the rate of the reference timing signal to acceptable levels.1059

5.3.3 Reference clock1060

The final component of the time-of-flight system is the reference clock used to tie together1061

measurements hundreds of metres apart. Practically, this is done by taking the time difference1062

with respect to a stabilized clock signal. For the clock signal to cancel in the time difference1063

it must have a jitter of 5 ps or less, or it would not be negligible relative to the proton time1064

resolution. The reference timing stabilization circuit is based on a design developed at the1065

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) by Joe Frisch and Jeff Gronberg (LLNL). It uses1066

a phase locked loop (PLL) feedback mechanism as shown in Fig. 5.3(a). A voltage controlled1067

oscillator (VCO) launches a signal down the cable from the tunnel near the proton detector to1068

the interaction point (IP), where it is reflected and sent back. At the IP end of the cable the1069

signal is sampled with a directional coupler where it is compared in the mixer with the 400 MHz1070

Master Reference, provided in this example from the LHC RF signal. The result is a DC voltage1071

level that is fed back to the VCO to maintain synchronization. Changes in the cable’s electrical1072

length cancel when the original and returned signal are added. A high quality large diameter1073

air core coaxial cable was used with a 476 MHz RF signal for preliminary tests (the LHC RF is1074

400 MHz, so minor modifications are needed to adapt the SLAC design), and the stabilization1075

circuit yielded a 150 fs jitter over a 100 m cable. Figure 5.3(b) shows results from a second test,1076

with a 300 m cable, which was left outside to verify the temperature stability of the circuit. A1077

low noise amplifier was used to boost the return signal to recover the cable and power coupling1078

losses, which are a function of cable length (the measured attenuation was about 7.5 dB for the1079

300 m cable). The unstabilized circuit was observed to have a variation of 80 ps/10 degrees C,1080

while the stabilized circuit (shown in the figure) reduced the variation to 4 ps/10 degrees C.1081

Given that the ambient temperature in the tunnel is stable within a degree or two, the effect of1082

temperature drift is less than one picosecond.1083

The stabilized 400 MHz RF wave will then be converted to a 40 MHZ square wave that will1084

provide an input signal to the trigger board, such that the clock will be provided to the HPTDC1085

only for triggered events. This is necessary to keep the HPTDC occupancy below 15 MHz.1086

The PLL does need a 400 MHz signal, and we can generate our own signal if not available,1087

since it is just a time stamp and is not associated with the scattering. We stabilize this generic1088

400 MHz signal to within a picosecond, and in the tunnel we convert this to a stabilized 40 MHz1089

signal that we write out with the timing data.1090

Although this stabilized clock signal can drift with respect to the beam, this is not an issue1091

since this drift will be identical for both sides and will cancel in the time difference. We will1092

use double pomeron dijet events, which will provide both central vertices and correlated protons1093

to calibrate the central vertex and the timing vertex, and monitor the stability of the reference1094

system.1095
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(a)
(b)

Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic of the Reference timing system as described in text.(b) Results of
temperature stabilization test showing a mild drift with temperature (about 4 ps for 10 degrees
C).

5.4 Timing system equipment1096

The Stage I timing system will consist of two to four 32 channel QUARTIC detectors, one or1097

two on each side, with a channel count of 64 to 128. Each detector would be readout by one1098

Photonis Planacon or two Hamamatsu SL10 MCP-PMTs. The natural unit of the electronics1099

is eight channels based on the number of pixels in each row of the Planacon, so we will need 161100

amplifier boards, trigger boards, and HPTDC boards for the four detector option. Including the1101

possibility of a two-channel GASTOF detector for each side and two spares, brings the quantity1102

of electronics boards to 20. The infrastructure will consist of high voltage for the MCP-PMT’s1103

(CAEN 1491 or similar, one module required per side plus a spare), low voltage for the amplifiers1104

(12 V filtered), five VME crates (two per side plus a spare), and cables. The reference timing1105

system will consist of two transmitter boxes, two receiver boxes, and one 300 m high quality1106

cables per side. Including a Level 1 trigger cable and a spare for each side brings the total to1107

six high quality cables.1108

5.5 Timing system performance1109

We have extensively studied the proposed QUARTIC detector, using simulations, beam tests,1110

and laser tests. Figure 5.4 (reprinted from the Letter of Intent) shows data from a 2008 CERN1111

test beam run with (a) the time difference between between two 90 mm long QUARTIC bars1112

interfaced to a Photonis Planacon with 10 µm pores and read out by the constant fraction1113

discriminator described above, and (b) the efficiency across the width of a bar. The time1114

difference has an rms of about 56 ps, corresponding to 40 ps per bar (assuming the bars are1115

equivalent and uncorrelated), while the efficiency is seen to be uniformly greater than 95%1116

across the bar. The test beam data are consistent with 10 to 15 detected photoelectrons per bar1117

confirming expectations from detector simulations.1118

Since the 2008 test beam most of the performance testing has been using a pulsed 405 nm1119

laser at the UTA Picosecond Test facility. In this setup we replace the light from the detector1120

with light from the laser, allowing us to explore in a controlled environment all aspects of the1121

system from the MCP-PMT through the electronics. We have obtained a CFD resolution of1122

better than 5 ps, assuming that the pulse is sufficiently amplified (typically we amplify the1123

pulse to ensure an average pulse height of about 500 mV; pulses above 250 mV have very little1124
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Figure 5.4: (a) The time difference between two 90 mm long QUARTIC bars described in text.
(b) the fraction of track events that have a valid time in a QUARTIC bar, as a function of silicon
strip number.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Timing resolution versus gain and (b) the relative gain versus current (solid
circles with one pixel hit in a row of eight and open triangles when all eight pixels hit in a
row)for the 64 channel 10 µm Photonis Planacon tube.

residual timing dependence on pulse height after using the CFD). We have obtained an HPTDC1125

resolution of about 14 ps, consistent with pulser tests done at Alberta. The 15 ps overall1126

contribution from the CFD/HPTDC is quite acceptable given our overall goal of 30 ps/channel.1127

Figure 5.5(a) shows a key result from the laser tests, namely that the timing for the 101128

µm pore 64 channel Photonis Planacon tube has very little gain dependence for gains as low1129

as 5 × 104. This result is obtained for a laser setting with 10 pe’s, the working point of the1130

QUARTIC detector. The validation of low gain running is important as the main technical1131

issues regarding MCP-PMTs are rate and lifetime concerns, both of which are reduced by a1132

factor 20 compared to operation at the canonical 106 gain.1133

Figure 5.5(b) shows the relative gain as a function of calculated output current for our work-1134

ing point. We note for a laser frequency of 5 MHz (last point), corresponding to a calculated1135

current of about 0.4 µA over a 0.2 cm2 pixel, there is about a 60% gain reduction due to satura-1136

tion of the pores which have a 1 ms recovery time. For the two previous points, corresponding to1137

the expected maximum rates for Stage 1 of 1 to 2 MHz, the gain is only reduced by 20 to 40%. If1138
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(a) (b)(a)

Figure 5.6: Results from November 2010 Fermilab test beam showing (a) the time difference
between the CFD signal from two non-adjacent QUARTIC bars (bar 4 and 6) using the LeCroy
8620a oscilloscope (b) the time difference between a reference detector and the average time of
three of the QUARTIC bars.

the amplification is augmented sufficiently, the timing resolution is observed to be independent1139

of this saturation. This is within a factor of 10 of our expected maximum rate, and this final1140

factor can be attained with a high current version of the Photonis tube already developed, thus1141

meeting our maximum rate needs. We also note that this single channel result (closed circles) is1142

unchanged when fibers are plugged into all eight pixels in a row (open triangles). demonstrating1143

that saturation is a local effect.1144

More recent test beam data (Fermilab November 2010) using a better constructed single1145

row prototype detector with a 25 µm Planacon yield better results. Figure 5.6 (a) shows the1146

time difference as measured with a LeCroy 8620a oscilloscope of the CFD pulse from two non-1147

adjacent bars. Although this MCP-PMT has inferior intrinsic time resolution due to the larger1148

pore size (versus the 10 µm PMT, this is more than compensated for by the higher light yield1149

(about 15 photoelectrons per bar) due to a higher quantum efficiency and a better constructed1150

detector. The 46 ps width implies a single bar resolution of 33 ps including the CFD. Non-1151

adjacent bars were chosen to minimize the correlation between channels. Figure 5.6(b) shows1152

the time difference between a reference signal and the average time from three quartz bars.1153

The reference signal is obtained using a quartz bar interfaced with a silicon photomultiplier1154

(estimated to have 25 photoelectrons and a resolution of 13 to 15 ps). Taking into account the1155

resolution of the reference signal, the 20 ps overall resolution implies that the three bar system1156

resolution is about 15 ps (note this does not include the HPTDC resolution). Including HPTDC1157

resolution we obtain better than 20 ps with 100% efficiency for a single 8 channel detector.1158

Figure 5.7 shows the time difference between two GASTOF detectors from a 2010 CERN1159

test beam run, with δt = 14 ps (r.m.s.) implying a single detector resolution of 10 ps (measured1160

with oscilloscope). Including the HPTDC resolution is expected to result in a better than 20 ps1161

measurement, with some inefficiency.1162
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Figure 5.7: The time difference between two GASTOF detectors as described in text.

5.6 Ongoing research and development1163

We have developed a proof-of-concept of the fast timing detector system demonstrating a sub-201164

ps resolution. We believe the current system is capable of 10 ps without any major adjustments,1165

and are working on some minor refinements. There is still R&D in progress on several fronts,1166

as outlined below, although no one in AFP is currently working on the GASTOF detector.1167

5.6.1 Detector R&D1168

The detector development effort to date has demonstrated that fused silica bars produce enough1169

light within a reasonable time range to meet our detector resolution goals. Prototype tests1170

have generally been one row (8 channels), while the final detector design needs to be refined1171

to incorporate all the channels, and offset the two detectors to reduce the bin size and avoid1172

“cracks” (regions of poor acceptance). We have preliminary indications that a low pass filter is1173

somewhat beneficial to the overall resolution–less light implies worse resolution, but a narrower1174

color range would reduce the resolution broadening from color dispersion.1175

Another development issue is reducing the size of detector bins close to the beam, while1176

maintaining the same MCP-PMT pixel size to equalize the rate per unit area. Not only would1177

this improve the multi-proton timing capability (which becomes important at high luminosity,1178

where the overlap background is worst), but it would also reduce the rate and lifetime require-1179

ments of the MCP-PMT, which are dominated by the pixels closest to the beam. Variable1180

detector bin size could be achieved most easily with quartz fibers instead of quartz bars, and1181

such an option is being explored by Giessen, but can also be done using quartz bars connected1182

to fibers or channeling the light with short air light guides or Winston cones.1183

5.6.2 MCP-PMT R&D1184

A key issue is the degradation of the quantum efficiency of the MCP-PMT photocathode from1185

back-scattered positive ions. We have estimated that at high luminosity the hottest pixels of the1186

MCP-PMT’s would receive 10 to 20 C/cm2, which would render them unusable on a few week1187
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time scale, so development of an MCP-PMT with a 20 to 30 times longer life is essential. The1188

standard approach to improving the lifetime is to add an ion barrier, a thin film that inhibits1189

the flow of positive ions. The ion barrier method, originally developed for use in night vision1190

devices [52], has been adapted for MCP-PMT’s and has been observed to give at least a factor1191

of five lifetime improvement [53]. Recent results with the Hamamatsu SL10 indicate that the1192

lifetime is stable to several C/cm2 which could already be acceptable for Stage 1.1193

UTA is working on a Small Business proposal with Arradiance and Photonis, incorporating1194

atomic layer deposition (ALD) coated MCP’s into the Photonis Planacon, and evaluating the1195

lifetime. Initial results are very promising, and this approach could be used in conjunction with1196

an ion barrier to provide the life time improvement required for Stage 2. We are also involved1197

with Photek, another MCP-PMT vendor that is interested in making long life MCP-PMT’s1198

using a more robust “solar blind” photocathode, and could combine this with the other lifetime1199

improvements into an Ultra long life MCP-PMT.1200

5.6.3 Electronics R&D1201

We have developed and tested a prototype of the full electronics chain, but some R&D is still in1202

progress. We are developing an amplifier PCB board to replace the discrete components, and1203

the trigger circuit must be validated. The location of the detectors close to the beam pipe but far1204

from the ATLAS IP, requires moderately radiation-hard electronics on-detector. The location at1205

220 m from the ATLAS IP has expected radiation levels around 2 1011 neutron-equivalent per1206

cm2 at the beam pipe (this corresponds to a luminosity of 100 fb−1, or 107 at an instantaneous1207

luminosity of 1034 cm−2 s−1) decreasing with distance. At the position of the MCP-PMT and1208

the pre-amplifier, the levels are expected to be 1010 or less. This leads to an integrated dose1209

on the order of ∼ 200 Grays for a luminoisty of 100 fb−1. We expect to install the remainder1210

of the timing electronics will in the alcove at 240 m, where the expected dose is of the order1211

of 0.1 to 1 Gray). We plan to analyze radiation monitoring data as the luminosity increases,1212

to develop a more thorough understanding of the radiation environment of the detector. We1213

then plan radiation studies of the quartz bars or fibers, the amplifier board, and the MCP-PMT1214

itself. With a lower priority we will irradiate the remote electronics as well. components as well,1215

but note that all other electronics are located away The mechanics, grounding, and shielding1216

will have to be studied in detail based on the final choice of MCP-PMT. We also must conduct1217

further studies to minimize the effect of the coax signal cable runs on the timing resolution and1218

jitter.1219

The existing Constant Fraction Discriminator (ALCFD) works well, but it would be beneficial1220

to have programmable gain (or adjustable attenuation) for optimal CFD performance. We will1221

also explore the feasibility of adding a low resolution 8 bit ADC for monitoring the MCP-PMT1222

gain, and perhaps correcting for small or pathological pulses. We plan to route the fast timing1223

signals to the motherboard where the fast trigger circuitry will be implemented. The fast signals,1224

the reference time signal, and the row trigger signal will be transmitted via the analog backplane1225

to the time digitizer modules. A dedicated VME trigger module forms the OR of all row triggers1226

into a single-arm master trigger for transmission to the ATLAS central trigger processor.1227

When a trigger occurs, the high-precision reference clock signal is passed along with the1228

row signals for digitization. The trigger logic must preserve the channel timing resolution and1229

introduce a channel jitter of less than 5 ps. The trigger logic, although quite straight-forward1230

remains to be designed and implemented.1231

We have developed and tested a single chip HPTDC board, but will need to redesign it to use1232

3 HPTDC chips to account for the 80 MHz internal clock as described above, which limits the1233

chip to four useful channels, one of which is dedicated to the clock signal. Minor modifications1234
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are needed to the reference timing circuit developed by SLAC to adapt from the 476 MHz SLAC1235

RF to the 400 MHz LHC RF, and to convert the 400 MHz stabilized clock to 40 MHz and1236

interface it with the trigger board.1237

We anticipate that the timing front-end electronics will be developed and tested by 2013, if1238

either of two pending U.S. grants to support this development are funded. Without funding, we1239

still expect to be able to develop a working prototype of the entire chain, but would not be able1240

to build the production version. A first prototype of the amplifier board should be ready for test1241

beam this summer. The connection to the ATLAS DAQ chain via the RODs can be achieved1242

within a year. The radiation testing of the front-end amplifier will be carried out within the1243

next year, allowing time for any necessary iteration of the design.1244

5.7 Timing summary1245

We are in the process of developing an ultra-fast TOF detector system that will have a key1246

role in the AFP project by helping to reject overlap background that can fake our signal. Tests1247

of the current prototype detector design imply an initial detector resolution of 10 to 15 ps,1248

including the full electronics chain. For a luminosity of L ≈ 2× 1033 cm−2s−1, a 30 ps detector1249

would be sufficient to keep the overlap background to the level of other backgrounds for the1250

dijet channels, and render it negligible for other final states. For L ≈ 5× 1033 cm−2s−1, a 10 ps1251

detector (still with loose vertex cuts to maximise signal efficiency) would be desirable to keep1252

overlap backgrounds totally under control, without any loss in signal efficiency. For substantially1253

higher luminosity, we would control the background by improving the timing detector resolution1254

to the 5 ps range and/or tightening the vertex window or other background cuts (a factor of1255

several in rejection is possible with modest lost of efficiency).1256

The simplest approach to achieving faster timing is minor upgrades to current detector1257

technologies. For the QUARTIC detector a next generation MCP-PMT with smaller pixel sizes1258

would allow finer x segmentation for improved multi-proton timing. A smaller pore size would1259

also be expected to give a modest improvement in the time resolution. Better electronics, such1260

as a second generation HPTDC chip under discussion (5 to 10 ps least bit) could also give1261

an incremental improvement and be beneficial for the GASTOF detector which is electronics-1262

limited. Recent improvements in siPM’s are promising (could have a QUARTIC-like design read1263

out by SiPM’s which would avoid the radiation hardness questions by keeping the SiPM’s away1264

from the main flux of particles). We will continue to follow R&D in this area, as well as monitor1265

advances in other technology for possible upgrades for Stage 2.1266
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Chapter 61267

Timescale, Resources, and1268

Conclusions1269

6.1 Timeline1270

An overview of major milestones of the AFP Stage I project from now through installation1271

assuming approval:1272

• 04/2011: Forward Detector group endorses project, AFP recognized as ATLAS R&D1273

project, AFP group fully integrated in Forward Group1274

• 7–12/2011: Development of first silicon prototype and Hamburg pipe prototype, timing1275

detector electronics full chain test with laser1276

• end of 2011: Beam tests of Si and timing detectors1277

• 2012 AFP recognized as ATLAS upgrade project, finalize R&D, beam test of full system1278

prototype; preparation, submission, and review of TDR1279

• beginning of 2013: Approval of AFP by ATLAS/LHCC and testing of final prototypes1280

• 2013: Construction and testing of production detectors, software development1281

• 1–3/2014: Installation of 220 m system1282

A proposal of the timescale for the project is outlined below for the different parts of the1283

project:1284

• Movable beam pipe1285

– 05/2011: Continue interactions with CMS/LHC Vacuum group on movable beam1286

pipe design1287

– starting Summer 2011: Safety committee created together with CMS/LHC Vacuum1288

group1289

– beginning 2012: Construct prototypes of movable beam pipe1290

– mid 2012: Integrated beam tests with movable beam pipe, QUARTIC, silicon sensors1291

• Silicon Pixel detectors1292

– Autumn 2011: First sensors ready - Bump-bonding of first sensors to FEI4 chips by1293

Fraunhofer (Berlin)1294
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– 09/2011: Cabling of bare modules1295

– 12/2011: First detector ready for beam tests, prototype of cooling system1296

– end 2011-2012: Alignment and support studies1297

– December 2011: Prototype of cooling system1298

– end 2012: Production of final detectors1299

• Timing detectors (see timing chapter for detailed R&D plan)1300

– fall 2011: Test beam with fiber detector prototype and quartz bar prototype and full1301

electronics chain1302

– 2012 Radiation tests and finalize electronics and detector design, PMT development1303

continues, final prototype tests1304

– 2013 Tests of production system with final detector and MCP-PMT1305

6.2 Installation1306

The proposal is to install the following during the 2013/2014 shutdown:1307

1. the movable beam pipes located at 216 and 224 m on both sides of the ATLAS detector1308

2. cables and fibers in tunnel connecting the AFP stations to ATLAS trigger and readout1309

3. local cables and electronics including LV/HV and reference timing receiver box in alcove1310

near detectors1311

4. silicon tracking detectors (and cooling) in each of the four stations1312

5. QUARTIC timing detectors: one in each 224 m station after silicon1313

If for some reason only a partial system could be installed, it would be desirable to at1314

least complete the first two items, as the last three could in principle be installed during a1315

minor access period. We fully expect to have production timing detectors as well, and at a1316

minimum would plan to install prototypes. The silicon detector timescale depends critically on1317

IBL development. It seems likely that at least some prototypes would be ready for installation,1318

while the final detectors might be delayed until the next winter shutdown. If sufficient manpower1319

and funds were added to the project (motivated by a BSM Higgs discovery in 2011 for example),1320

the proposal could be upgraded to include installation of 420 m detectors as well on the same1321

timescale (or else they would have to wait for the next long shutdown).1322

Following the recommendations from the referees, we decided to simplify the installation1323

aims for the 2013-14 shutdown as follows:1324

• Movable beam pipe: At 216 m, we will build the movable beam pipe with one pocket1325

which will contain the Si detector, while at 224 m, we will have either a two pocket solution1326

(same short pocket for the silicon plus another shortish pocket for the QUARTIC) or one1327

medium pocket to house both detectors. By fixing the Hamburg pipe length at 50 cm1328

or so, we would have one single Hamburg pipe motion system, and could change pocket1329

length as needed by simply swapping out that section of pipe in a modest length shutdown.1330

Deferring the GASTOF detector will simplify the beam pipe design and avoid the gas flow.1331

This can be upgraded in a next phase of the project if needed (the cost of the movable1332

beam pipe is moderate as shown further in the document)1333
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Institute Activity Manpower Manpower
Total People FTE

Armenia timing detectors 2 1

Czech Republic Pixel Si detector
Cooling 12 5

France, CEA Saclay Mechanical Engineering 10 4
Timing detector electronics

Germany, Giessen Timing detectors 2 1

Poland Power supplies 8 4

USA, Texas Arlington QUARTIC 3 1.5
trigger

USA, Stony Brook QUARTIC 2 1.3

Alberta, Canada QUARTIC 4 2
trigger

Table 6.1: Minimum manpower foreseen to be available through installation if AFP project
approved.

• Silicon detector: We will follow the IBL decision concerning the type of Si detector1334

to be built (either n-on-n or 3D). This will allow us to benefit from the IBL experience1335

concerning the sensors, tests and software developments and to collaborate with them.1336

If the 3D solution is not chosen, it could be an upgrade of our detector for the 2017-181337

shutdown since this is the best detector for us (the edgeless aspect allows to detect protons1338

closer to the beam, the dead zone being smaller)1339

• Timing detector: as we mentioned in the first bullet, we plan to concentrate on QUAR-1340

TIC detectors only in the first phase of the project and would install one in each 224 m1341

station.1342

6.3 Personnel1343

Due to this project’s current lack of status within ATLAS, the active manpower is extremely1344

limited. The current effort is primarily limited to timing detector R&D. Approval of the technical1345

proposal would immediately ramp up involvement of several groups as shown in Table 1. Other1346

groups that have expressed interest would also likely join the effort and new groups would be1347

recruited.1348

The manpower available as well as the activities concerning the Si detector which could be1349

covered by Prague are detailed in Tables 6.3 and 6.3.1350

6.4 Costing and available or requested budget1351

A detailled cost for the different parts of the project is given in Tables 6.4, 6.1, 6.4 and 6.4. The1352

total cost for the project is about 1.9 million CHF, to which we need to add the cost of the two1353

collimators to be added if the LHC beam division does not pay for it.1354

1355

The available and requested budgets per country for the project are given in the following1356

(please note that this is just indicative at this stage of the project):1357
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Task Planar n-n 3D

Sensor design IBL

Sensor production x

Sensor lab tests x

Flip-chip bonding IBL

FE-I4 production IBL

Test beams x x

Irradiation tests IBL x

Module assembly x

Installation x

DAQ development x x

Power supplies x x

External services x

Off-sensor readout x x

Det.Control System x x

Cooling x x

Table 6.2: Activities which can be performed in Prague in collaboration with the IBL group if
the n-on-n or 3D option is chosen.

• Armenia: Some money can be requested once project is approved.1358

• Canada: 70 kCHF available now for engineer/technician salaries, additional money can1359

be requested once the project is approved1360

• Czech Republic: Money is available for wafers, FEI4 chips, n-on-p sensors (production,1361

tests, flip-chip bonding), if this solution is chosen, as well as cooling of the Si detector1362

• France: Some funds will be available to develop Stage II fast timing electronics when the1363

AFP project is an ATLAS project; engineers can be committed to the project (salaries1364

paid)1365

• Germany: 50% post-doc for timing detector development now, possibility to submit a1366

funding application to BMBF if project considered as an ATLAS project by the end of1367

this year1368

• Poland: A grant from Polish government can be requested once the project is an ATLAS1369

project and the MoUs are signed1370

• USA: UTA MCP-PMT development project funded ($150,000), Stony Brook Electronics1371

technician funded ($35,000), DOE ADR submitted for timing electronics development1372

($173,000), other fundinf requests planned if approved.1373

6.5 Conclusion1374

This Technical Proposal has presented the Stage I plan of the ATLAS Forward Proton (AFP)1375

upgrade: to add high precision silicon and timing detectors housed in specialized movable beam1376

pipes at ∼ 220 m upstream and downstream of the ATLAS interaction point to detect intact final1377

state protons scattered at small angles and with small momentum loss. The detectors would be1378
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Task # people time

Sensor design and production 2 4m/2011

Test beams 2 2m/2011-2013

Lab tests 4 2m/2011-2012

Irradiation tests 2 1m/2011-2012

Module assembly 2 1m/2011, 4m/2012

Installation 2 4m/2013

DAQ development 2 6m/2011-2013

Power supplies 1 1m/2011-2013

External services 1 1m/2011-2013

Off-sensor readout 1 1m/2011-2013

Det.Control System 1 1m/2011-2013

Table 6.3: Manpower (person month) available for the pure AFP part of the Si detector in case
the n-on-n solution is chosen. Much more manpower from Prague is devoted to the IBL project
benefitting directly to AFP since we will follow the recommendations from the IBL group.

element unit cost total cost

Single/double pocket pipe, flanges, SV box 15 60

Tables 7 28

Bellow units 4.5 36

BPMs 10 120

Movement system (with mechanics) 80 320

Vacuum pump (secondary vacuum) 2 6

Total 570

Table 6.4: Cost of the movable beam pipes (in kCHF).

fully integrated into ATLAS forming a new proton detection capability during standard running1379

thus enabling a rich QCD, electroweak and beyond the Standard Model experimental program.1380

For this project to succeed, it must rapidly be declared an ATLAS upgrade project, enabling1381

funding for the final R&D needed for the Technical Design Report. Given final ATLAS/LHCC1382

approval by late 2012 and the procurement of sufficient funds it would be possible to install the1383

full 220 m system in early 2014. Finally, we would like to acknowledge the tremendous work1384

done by the UK groups which initiated this project and sadly have been forced by their funding1385

agencies to abandon it.1386
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Item Minimal System Full System Unit Cost Minimal Full Spare Min Spare Min Cost Full Cost

Number Number Cost Cost Cost Cost w/spares w/Spares

Detectors 

QUARTIC 2 4 $7,000 $14,000 $28,000 $14,000 $14,000 $28,000 $42,000

QUARTIC PMT 2 4 $20,000 $40,000 $80,000 $40,000 $40,000 $80,000 $120,000

GASTOF 2 $8,000 $0 $16,000 $8,000 $0 $24,000

GASTOF PMT 2 $24,000 $0 $48,000 $24,000 $0 $72,000

Gas System 2 $14,000 $0 $28,000 $2,000 $0 $30,000

Detector Cost $54,000 $200,000 $88,000 $54,000 $108,000 $288,000

Electronics

8-ch Preamps 8 18 $400 $3,200 $7,200 $800 $800 $4,000 $8,000

8-ch CFD 8 18 $3,400 $27,200 $61,200 $6,800 $6,800 $34,000 $68,000

HPTDC 8 16 $3,450 $27,600 $55,200 $6,900 $6,900 $34,500 $62,100

8-ch ADC 10 18 $128 $1,280 $2,304 $256 $256 $1,536 $2,560

Trigger Logic 2 2 $2,500 $5,000 $5,000 $2,500 $2,500 $7,500 $7,500

Calibration Pulser 2 2 $3,600 $7,200 $7,200 $3,600 $3,600 $10,800 $10,800

Reference clock 2 2 $17,150 $34,300 $34,300 $17,150 $17,150 $51,450 $51,450

Electronics Cost $105,780 $172,404 $38,006 $38,006 $143,786 $210,410

Cables

Clock Cables 2 2 $7,800 $15,600 $15,600 $15,600 $15,600 $31,200 $31,200

Trigger Cables 2 2 $7,800 $15,600 $15,600 $15,600 $15,600 $31,200 $31,200

HV cables $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $500 $500 $5,500 $5,500

Low Voltage Cables $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $500 $500 $5,500 $5,500

Other Cables $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $1,000 $1,000 $11,000 $11,000

Fibers $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $500 $500 $5,500 $5,500

Cable Cost $56,200 $56,200 $33,700 $33,700 $89,900 $89,900

Infrastructure

HV 2 2 $10,000 $20,000 $20,000 $10,000 $10,000 $30,000 $30,000

LV 2 2 $5,000 $10,000 $10,000 $5,000 $5,000 $15,000 $15,000

VME-type crates with PS 2 2 $7,500 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000 $15,000

VME-ROD controller 2 2 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

ROD 2 2 $6,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 $5,000

TTC Modules 2 2 $5,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000 $10,000

Infra cost $65,000 $65,000 $15,000 $15,000 $80,000 $80,000

TOTAL COST $280,980 $493,604 $174,706 $140,706 $421,686 $668,310

Figure 6.1: Costs for the timing detectors. The number in red are not yet precisely known.

50 chips/5 wafers Planar n-n 3D

masks 11.5

wafers 0.7

processing 6.4

testing 0.5

Total 19.1 30.8

Table 6.5: Cost of the chips and wafers for the n-on-n and 3D options.
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System Item Description Cost (kCHF)
IBL AFP220

Module 1 Sensor - prototype, production, procurement & QC 752 15
2 FE-I4 prototype, production, test 1372 100
3 Bump-bonding, thinning, bare module -prototype, 726 100

prod. & QC

Stave 4 Local support: CF structure, TM, pipe-prototype, 467 46.7
prod. & QC

5 Module assembly, stave loading, flex-hybrid, internal electrical 436 43.6
services - design, prod. & QC

Off-detector 6 R/O chain: opto-board, opto-fiber, TX/RX, BOC, ROD, 1025 102.5
TDAQ (S-link, TIM, SBC, ROS, crate)

7 Power chain: HV/LV PS, PP2 regulators, type 2, 3 & 505 50.5
4 cables, interlocks, DCS

Integration 8 Integration in SR1 & System test 492 49.2
Cooling plant 9 Cooling plant & cooling services to PP1 461 100

Total 6236 608

Table 6.6: Costs of the Si detector for IBL and AFP.
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